Goffman and Waterman [l] discussed approximately continuous transformations from the space E n to a metric space T*. It was shown that the image, under such a transformation, of the space E n is a separable subset of T*. Functions satisfying the Darboux property were discussed and it was shown that a function f(x) defined on an interval / possesses the Darboux property if and only if f(x) takes connected sets of I into connected sets. Homogeneous sets were introduced and it was shown that the class of all such sets of E n forms a topology called the d-topology. The concept of a ^-regular set (a closed set with a connected interior) was introduced. Finally, it was shown that approximately continuous transformations take dregular sets into connected sets, thus, generalizing the Darboux property.
Extension of the Darboux property to topological spaces.
Let p(t) be a single valued map of the unit interval into a topological space T. The set of points C p = E(p(t)\ O^/^l) is called a curve in the space T. The two points p(0) and p(l) are called the initial and terminal points, respectively, of the curve C p . The curve is said to be closed if p(0)=p (l) .
The set of points C p ' =E(p(t)\ti£t£t 2 ) is called an arc of the curve C p .
Let ƒ be a transformation of a connected space T into itself and let f r be the restriction of ƒ to a curve C p . Let p(h) and pfo) be the initial and terminal points, respectively, of an arc L/ p . DEFINITION PROOF. Assume that f r possesses the Darboux property and let Cp be any arc of the curve C v such that the set f r (Cp) is not connected. There exist two points g(h) and g(J2) which cannot be joined by an arc of a curve. Thus, there exists a real parameter r: h<r<h such that the point g(j) does not belong to the set f r {Cp). Let p(h) and p(t 2 ) be the inverse images of the points g(h) and g(J 2 ), respec-
be an arc joining the two points p(h) and p(t 2 ). Since f r possesses the Darboux property, it follows that fr(Cp') contains an arc whose end-points are g(h) and g(t 2 ) y respectively. Furthermore, h^r^fa, hence g(r) belongs to the setf r (C p "). This shows that f r (Cp) is, indeed, connected.
Assume now that the image of every connected subset of the curve Cp is connected. Then f r possesses the Darboux property. Let C v ' be any connected subset of C p and let p(h) and p{t 2 ) be the initial and terminal points, respectively, of C p '. The set f r (Cp) is a connected set containing an arc whose end-points are g(h) and g(t 2 ). C p f is arbitrary. Therefore, f r possesses the Darboux property. The theorem is proved.
The curve C p is said to be closed if p(0)=p(l). The points p(0) and p{\) are called double points. We assume that the curve C p contains no other double points. We have the following
COROLLARY. The transformation f r possesses the Darboux property if and only if f r takes closed sets into connected sets.
2. Approximately continuous transformations. Let T be a compact space and denote by S the cr-ring generated by the class of all compact subsets of T. A Borel measure is a measure ix defined on S and such that ju(C) < 00 for every compact subset C. It is well known (1) that a regular content X can be extended to a regular Borel measure fx such that \(C)=/x(C) for every compact set C. Therefore, jit is a non-negative, finite, monotone, additive and subadditive set function. These properties suffice to give a satisfactory account of approximately continuous transformations on compact metric spaces.
DEFINITION. Let Si and S 2 be two Borel sets in the space T and assume that the set S 2 is bounded. Then the relative measure of Si in 5 2 is given by the number Let £ 1 = Ufi 1 zo». The seW\=(r--Ei)-is a closed subset of the compact space T and is, therefore, compact. Thus, we may apply these same operations to the space 7\. Continuing in this manner we obtain a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets Ek giving rise to a corresponding sequence of subspaces and associated sets Z>»> = U {f(X ki )}Z.
It can be shown that (1) r=U* a . 1 Ej and (2) D = U*" 1 £><*> is denumerable. Let s k i be the sphere with center at %k% and let Gû l be the associated set defined above. It has been shown that the relative measure of the set A k % in Ski exceeds l -€ki/ix(Ski). LEMMA 
Let At i = s ki -Aku
Then /*(i4£) <e k i.
But,
Therefore,
Hence,
ju(^U*) < (eki)(p(ski)/p(Ski)).
Since SkiQSki it follows that M(-4£) <€&*. It follows that 1 -1 /«(A) g -e ^ -< €.
2 Zî 2" The theorem can now be demonstrated. Clearly, the set D is dense in /(r-A). Let X be any point in the set A and let G be any open
